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Objective

• About ADO.NET objects

• Binding data to controls

• Searching for and sorting in-memory data using 
ADO.NET DataView objects

• Selecting, inserting, updating, and deleting data in a 
database using

• ADO.NET
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ADO.NET

• ADO.NET is designed to provide a disconnected architecture. 

• This means that applications connect to the database to 
retrieve a load of data and store it in memory. 

• They then disconnect from the database and manipulate the 
in-memory copy of the data. 

• If the database needs to be updated with changes made to 
the in-memory copy, a new connection is made and the 
database is updated.

• The main in-memory data store is the DataSet, which contains 
other in-memory data stores, such as DataTable, DataColumn, 
and DataRow objects.
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ADO.NET Data Namespaces

• The core ADO.NET classes exist in the System.Data namespace. 

• This namespace, in turn, contains some child namespaces. 

• The most important of these are System.Data.SqlClient and 
System.Data.OleDb, which provide classes for accessing SQL Server 
databases and OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) DB–compliant 
databases, respectively.

• Another child namespace also exists in the System.Data namespace: 
System.Data.Odbc. 

• The System.Data.Odbc namespace provides access to older Open 
Database Connectivity (ODBC) data sources that do not support the 
OleDb technology.

• The System.Data.SqlClient, System.Data.OleDb, and 
System.Data.Odbc namespaces are known as data providers in 
ADO.NET.
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ADO.NET Data Namespaces

• The following list contains the ADO.NET classes, from the 
System.Data.SqlClient namespace, that you will be using:

– SqlConnection

– SqlDataAdapter

– SqlCommand

– SqlParameter

• We can use the Imports keyword so you do not have to fully qualify 
members of the SqlClient namespace in your code, as shown in the 
following fragment:

– Imports System.Data.SqlClient

• If you want to use the core ADO.NET classes, such as DataSet and DataView, 
without typing the full name, you must import the System.Data namespace, 
as shown here:

– Imports System.Data
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The SqlConnection Class

• The SqlConnection class is at the heart of the classes discussed 
in this section because it provides a connection to an SQL 
Server database.

• When you construct a SqlConnection object, you can choose to 
specify a connection string as a parameter. 

• The connection string contains all the information required to 
open a connection to your database. 

• If you don’t specify one in the constructor, you can set it using 
the SqlConnection.ConnectionString property.
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Working with the Connection String Parameters

• The way that the connection string is constructed depends on 
what data provider you are using. 

• When accessing SQL Server, you usually provide a Server and a 
Database parameter, as shown in Table.
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Working with the Connection String Parameters
• You also need some form of authentication information, which you can 

provide in two ways: by using a user name and password in the connection 
string or by connecting to SQL Server using the NT account under which the 
application is running. 

• If you want to connect to the server by specifying a user name and 
password, you need to include additional parameters in your connection 
string, as shown in Table
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Working with the Connection String Parameters

Example:

Dim objConnection As SqlConnection = New _

SqlConnection("Server=localhost\WROX;Database=pubs;" & _

"User ID=sa;Password=wrox;")

• This connection string connects to an SQL Server database. 

• The Server parameter specifies that the database resides on the local machine. 

• The Database parameter specifies the database that you want to access — in 
this case it is the pubs database. 

• Finally, the User ID and Password parameters specify the User ID and password 
of the user defined in the database. 

• As you can see, each parameter has a value assigned to it using =, and each 
parameter-value pair is separated by a semicolon.
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Opening and Closing the Connection

The methods of the SqlConnection object such as Open and Close, which 
actually open and close a connection to the database specified in the 
connection string. 

Example:

‘ Open the database connection..

objConnection.Open()

’ .. Use the connection

’ Close the database connection..

objConnection.Close()
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The SqlCommand Class

• The SqlCommand class represents an SQL command to execute against a 
data store. 

• The command is usually a select, insert, update, or delete query, and can 
be an SQL string or a call to a stored procedure.

• The query being executed may or may not contain parameters.

• The constructor for the SqlCommand class has several variations, but the 
simplest method is to initialize a SqlCommand object with no parameters.

• Then, after the object has been initialized, you can set the properties you 
need to perform the task at hand. 

• The following code fragment shows how to initialize a SqlCommand
object:

Dim objCommand As SqlCommand = New SqlCommand()
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The Connection Property

• Certain properties must be set on the SqlCommand object before you can 
execute the query. 

• The first of these properties is Connection. 

• This property is set to a SqlConnection object, as shown in the next code 
fragment:

objCommand.Connection = objConnection

• For the command to execute successfully, the connection must be open at 
the time of execution.
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The CommandText Property

• The next property that must be set is the CommandText property. 

• This property specifies the SQL string or stored procedure to be executed. 

• Most databases require that you place all string values in single quote marks, 
as shown here in bold:

Dim objConnection As SqlConnection = New _

SqlConnection("server=(local);database=pubs;user id=sa;password=")

Dim objCommand As SqlCommand = New SqlCommand()

objCommand.Connection = objConnection

objCommand.CommandText = "INSERT INTO authors " & _

"(au_id, au_lname, au_fname, contract) " & _

"VALUES(’123-45-6789’, ‘Barnes’, ‘David’, 1)"
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The Parameters Collection

• Placeholders are variables prefixed with an at (@) sign in the SQL statement; 
they get filled in by parameters.

• For example, if you wanted to update the authors table as discussed in the 
previous section but didn’t know the values at design time, you would do 
this:

Dim objConnection As SqlConnection = New _

SqlConnection("server=(local);database=pubs;user id=sa;password=")

Dim objCommand As SqlCommand = New SqlCommand()

objCommand.Connection = objConnection

objCommand.CommandText = "INSERT INTO authors " & _

"(au_id, au_lname, au_fname, contract) " & _

"VALUES(@au_id,@au_lname,@au_fname,@au_contract)"
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The ExecuteNonQuery Method

• To complete your code fragment, you need to open the connection, execute 
the query, and close the connection again:

Dim objConnection As SqlConnection = New _

SqlConnection("server=(local);database=pubs;user id=sa;password=")

Dim objCommand As SqlCommand = New SqlCommand()

objCommand.Connection = objConnection

objCommand.CommandText = "INSERT INTO authors " & _

"(au_id, au_lname, au_fname, contract) " & _

"VALUES(@au_id,@au_lname,@au_fname,@au_contract)"

objCommand.Parameters.AddWithValue("@au_id", txtAuId.Text)

objCommand.Parameters.AddWithValue("@au_lname", txtLastName.Text)

objCommand.Parameters.AddWithValue("@au_fname", txtFirstName.Text)

objCommand.Parameters.AddWithValue("@au_contract ", 

chkContract.Checked)

objConnection.Open()

objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()

objConnection.Close()
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The SqlDataAdapter Class
• The SqlDataAdapter supports only SQL Server databases. 

• You can configure an SqlDataAdapter using wizards or in code.

• Data adapters act as bridges between your data source and in-memory data objects 
such as the DataSet.

• To access the data source, they use the command objects you’ve just looked at.

• These command objects are associated with connections, so the data adapter relies 
on command and connection objects to access and manipulate the data source.

• The SqlDataAdapter class’s SelectCommand property is used to hold an SqlCommand
that retrieves data from the data source. 

• The data adapter then places the result of the query into a DataSet or DataTable.

• The SqlDataAdapter also has UpdateCommand, DeleteCommand, and 
InsertCommand properties. 

• These are also SqlCommand objects, used to write changes made to a DataSet or 
DataTable back to the data source.
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The SelectCommand Property
• The SqlDataAdapter class’s SelectCommand property is used to fill a DataSet with data 

from an SQL Server database, as shown in Figure
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The SelectCommand Property

• When you want to read data from the data store, you must set the 
SelectCommand property of the SqlDataAdapter class first. 

• This property is an SqlCommand object and is used to specify what data to 
select and how to select that data. 

• Therefore, the SelectCommand property has properties of its own, and you 
need to set them just as you would set properties on a normal SQLCommand. 

• The following properties of the SqlCommand object:

– Connection: Sets the SqlConnection object to be used to access the data 
store.

– CommandText: Sets the SQL statements or stored procedure name to be 
used to select the data.
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Setting SelectCommand to SQL Text

• The code fragment that follows shows the typical settings for these 
properties when executing SQL text:

’ Declare SqlDataAdapter object..

Dim objDataAdapter As New SqlDataAdapter()

’ Assign a new SqlCommand to the SelectCommand property

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = New SqlCommand()

’ Set the SelectCommand properties..

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.Connection = objConnection

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = _

"SELECT au_lname, au_fname FROM authors " & _

"ORDER BY au_lname, au_fname"
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Setting SelectCommand to a Stored Procedure

• This next code fragment shows how you could set these properties when you 
want to execute a stored procedure. 

• A stored procedure is a group of SQL statements that are stored in the database 
under a unique name and are executed as a unit.

’ Declare SqlDataAdapter object..

Dim objDataAdapter As New SqlDataAdapter()

’ Assign a new SqlCommand to the SelectCommand property

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = New SqlCommand()

’ Set the SelectCommand properties..

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.Connection = objConnection

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = "usp_select_author_titles"

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure
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Using Command Builders to Create the Other Commands

• The SelectCommand is all you need to transfer data from the database into your 
DataSet. There is an easier way; you can use command builders to create these 
commands. It takes only one more line:

’ Declare SqlDataAdapter object..

Dim objDataAdapter As New SqlDataAdapter()

’ Assign a new SqlCommand to the SelectCommand property

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = New SqlCommand()

’ Set the SelectCommand properties..

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.Connection = objConnection

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = "usp_select_author_titles"

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure

’ automatically create update/delete/insert commands

Dim objCommandBuilder As SqlCommandBuilder = New SqlCommandBuilder

(objDataAdapter)
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The Fill Method

• You use the Fill method to populate a DataSet object with the data that the 
SqlDataAdapter object retrieves from the data store using its SelectCommand. 

• However, before you do this you must first initialize a DataSet object.

‘ Declare SqlDataAdapter object..

Dim objDataAdapter As New SqlDataAdapter()

’ Assign a new SqlCommand to the SelectCommand property

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = New SqlCommand()

’ Set the SelectCommand properties..

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.Connection = objConnection

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = "usp_select_author_titles"

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure

’ Create the DataSet

Dim objDataSet as DataSet = New DataSet()
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The Fill Method

• You use the Fill method to populate a DataSet object with the data that the 
SqlDataAdapter object retrieves from the data store using its SelectCommand. 

• However, before you do this you must first initialize a DataSet object.

‘ Declare SqlDataAdapter object..

Dim objDataAdapter As New SqlDataAdapter()

’ Assign a new SqlCommand to the SelectCommand property

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = New SqlCommand()

’ Set the SelectCommand properties..

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.Connection = objConnection

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = "usp_select_author_titles"

objDataAdapter.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure

’ Create the DataSet

Dim objDataSet as DataSet = New DataSet()
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The DataSet Class

• The DataSet class is used to store data retrieved from a data store and stores 
that data in memory on the client. 

• The DataSet object contains a collection of tables, relationships, and 
constraints that are consistent with the data read from the data store. 

• It acts as a lightweight database engine all by itself, enabling you to store 
tables, edit data, and run queries against it using a DataView object.

• The data in a DataSet is disconnected from the data store, and you can 
operate on the data independently from the data store. 

• You can manipulate the data in a DataSet object by adding, updating, and 
deleting the records. 

• You can apply these changes back to the original data store afterwards using 
a data adapter.
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DataView

• The DataView class is typically used for sorting, filtering, searching, editing, 
and navigating the data from a DataSet. 

• A DataView is bindable, meaning it can be bound to controls in the same way 
that the DataSet can be bound to controls.

• You can create a DataView from the data contained in a DataTable that 
contains only the data that you want to display. 

• For example, if the data in a DataTable contains all authors sorted by last 
name and first name, you can create a DataView that contains all authors 
sorted by first name and then last name. 

• Or, if you wanted, you could create a DataView that contained only last 
names or certain names.

• Although you can view the data in a DataView in ways different from the 
underlying DataTable, it is still the same data. 

• Changes made to a DataView affect the underlying DataTable automatically, 
and changes made to the underlying DataTable automatically affect any 
DataView objects that are viewing that DataTable.
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DataView

• The constructor for the DataView class initializes a new instance of the 
DataView class and accepts the DataTable as an argument. 

• The following code fragment declares a DataView object and initializes it 
using the authors table from the DataSet named objDataSet. 

• Notice that the code accesses the Tables collection of the DataSet object, by 
specifying the Tables property and the table name:

’ Set the DataView object to the DataSet object..

Dim objDataView = New DataView(objDataSet.Tables("authors"))
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The Sort Property

• Once a DataView has been initialized and is displaying data, you can alter the 
view of that data. 

• For example, suppose you want to sort the data in a different order than in 
the DataSet. 

• To sort the data in a DataView, you set the Sort property and specify the 
column or columns that you want sorted. 

• The following code fragment sorts the data in a DataView by author’s first 
name and then last name:

objDataView.Sort = "au_fname, au_lname“

• If you wanted to perform the sort in descending order, you would need to specify the 
DESC keyword, as shown here:

objDataView.Sort = "au_fname, au_lname DESC"
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The RowFilter Property

• When you have an initialized DataView, you can filter the rows of data that it will 
contain. 

• This is similar to specifying a WHERE clause in an SQL SELECT statement; only rows 
that match the criteria will remain in the view.

• In the following code fragment, it will retrieves only the authors whose last names are 
Green:

’ Set the DataView object to the DataSet object..

objDataView = New DataView(objDataSet.Tables("authors"))

objDataView.RowFilter = "au_lname = ‘Green’“

• You can also specify more complex filters, as you could in SQL. For example, you can 
combine several criteria using an AND operator:

objDataView.RowFilter = "au_lname <> ‘Green’ AND au_fname LIKE ‘D*’"
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The RowFilter Property

• When you have an initialized DataView, you can filter the rows of data that it will 
contain. 

• This is similar to specifying a WHERE clause in an SQL SELECT statement; only rows 
that match the criteria will remain in the view.

• In the following code fragment, it will retrieves only the authors whose last names are 
Green:

’ Set the DataView object to the DataSet object..

objDataView = New DataView(objDataSet.Tables("authors"))

objDataView.RowFilter = "au_lname = ‘Green’“

• You can also specify more complex filters, as you could in SQL. For example, you can 
combine several criteria using an AND operator:

objDataView.RowFilter = "au_lname <> ‘Green’ AND au_fname LIKE ‘D*’“

• This returns authors whose last names are not Green and whose first names begin 
with D.
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The Find Method

• If you want to search for a specific row of data in a DataView, you invoke the Find 
method. 

• The Find method searches for data in the sort key column of the DataView. 

• Therefore, before invoking the Find method, you first need to sort the DataView on 
the column that contains the data that you want to find. 

• The column that the DataView is sorted on becomes the sort key column in a 
DataView object.

• For example, suppose you want to find the author who has a first name of Ann. 

• You would need to sort the DataView by first name to set this column as the sort key 
column in the DataView, and then invoke the Find method, as shown in the following 
code fragment:

Dim intPosition as Integer

objDataView.Sort = "au_fname"

intPosition = objDataView.Find("Ann")

• If it finds a match, the Find method returns the position of the record within the 
DataView.
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The Find Method

• If you want to search for a specific row of data in a DataView, you invoke the Find 
method. 

• The Find method searches for data in the sort key column of the DataView. 

• Therefore, before invoking the Find method, you first need to sort the DataView on 
the column that contains the data that you want to find. 

• The column that the DataView is sorted on becomes the sort key column in a 
DataView object.

• For example, suppose you want to find the author who has a first name of Ann. 

• You would need to sort the DataView by first name to set this column as the sort key 
column in the DataView, and then invoke the Find method, as shown in the following 
code fragment:

Dim intPosition as Integer

objDataView.Sort = "au_fname"

intPosition = objDataView.Find("Ann")

• If it finds a match, the Find method returns the position of the record within the 
DataView.
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The Find Method

• The Find method is not case sensitive, meaning that to find the author who 
has a first name of Ann, you could enter either Ann or ann.

• The Find method looks for an exact case-insensitive match, so this means that 
you must enter the whole word or words of the text that you are looking for. 

• For example, suppose you are looking for the author who has the first name 
of Ann. 

• You cannot enter An and expect to find a match; you must enter all the 
characters or words that make up the author’s name. 

• Notice that the following example specifies all lowercase letters, which is 
perfectly fine:

Dim intPosition as Integer

objDataView.Sort = "au_fname"

intPosition = objDataView.Find("ann")
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